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Explorative

discovery

possibility 

open-minded

curious

vast

type:
illustrated 

hand lettered 

bold

color:
bright 

coloful 

mix of cool/warm 

pop of color

photos:

perspective 

dimensional

composition:

dynamic 

open 

playful

tonal territories & visual deconstruction

explorative



Community-focused

welcoming

inclusive

cozy

inviting

loved

type:
warm serif 

bold & friendly 

hand lettered

color:
warm 

sof & muted

photos:

candid 

detailed/zoomed in 

anonymous 

intimate

pattern:

hand-touched 

textured 

printed quality

tonal territories & visual deconstruction

community-focused



Conciously-curated

thoughtful

literary

intelligent

knowledgable 

type:
Elegant serif 

Smooth & open 

Light & precise

line:
monoweight 

fine vs. bold 

delicate

photos:

muted 

anonymous 

thoughtful 

pop of color 

white space

shapes:

geometric 

precise 

bold

tonal territories & visual deconstruction

conciously-curated



explorative

Discovery

Possibility

Open-minded

Curious  

Vast

A whole world

New experi-

ences

Wonder

Joyful 

Spacious

Firsts

Change

Growth

Illuminating

Paths

Wild

Expansive

Unrestrained

Free

Energy

Dreams

Adventures

Optimism

The unknown

Endless

Limitless

Light

Universe

community-focused

Welcoming

Inclusive

Cozy

Inviting

Loved

Friendly

People

Supportive

Engaging

Immersive

Conversation

Relationship

Interactions

Diverse

Making 

friends

A big family

Acceptance

Non-judge-

mental 

Warm

Connection

Intersection

Light

Hand touched

Imperfection

Joyful

Support 

diverse 

thoughts

open-minded

Kindness

Genuine

Collaborative

Compassion

conciously-curated

Thoughtful

Literary

Intelligent

Knowledgeable

Intentional

Nothing wasted

High-quality

Timeless

Precise

Insightful

Detail-oriented

Hidden details

Surprise & de-

light

Thinking big

Conscious

Well-read

Attentive

Uncluttered

Clean

Clear

Simplicity

brainstorming concept ideas



concept:
A welcoming place for exploration

Welcome to explore

Adventures in different perspectives

A different kind of adventure

Endless conversation

To start a conversation

Our literary family

Illuminating different voices

Shining light on perspectives

Collaborative wonder

Wonder together

A thoughtful conversation

Adventures welcome

Wild possibility in a cozy space 

Wild dreams in a thoughtful space

Making friends, reading books

Limitless literature

More books than you can imagine

Engaged with every literary discovery

Timeless literary adventures

Thoughtful discovery

Open books and open minds

Illuminating a place for everyone

Every book to each their own

Simplicity & conversation

Attentive wonder

Present in the literary exploration

Finding delight

Your own book adventure

Discovering new, wild perspectives

Intentional connections

For the wonderous minds

A community for curiosity

Connected by curiosity

For the wild, but attentive minds

A delight for curious minds

Timeless curiosity

Behold the curiosities

Thoughtfully for you

Open to possibilities

Opening books, open to possibilities

Opening chapter for possibilities

Where your journey begins.

Discover the past, explore the future

Picked with you in mind

Something for you no matter who you are

There’s a book for you

Endless, thoughtful knowledge

Explore the unknown

Discover something new

Knowledgeable choice, expansive conversa-

tion

Supporting every curiosity

Discover something new every day

Something new every day

Illuminating thoughtful conversations

Welcoming curiosity

brainstorming concept ideas



“That’s the thing 
about books. They 
let you travel 
without moving 
your feet.”

Open books.
Open possibilities

concept board



concept statement

open books, 
open possibilities
At Elliott Bay Books Co., we welcome everyone to 

come and wander in the open possibilities of our fine-

ly curated books. We encourage our customers to read 

before they buy and go on a literary exploration in our 

brick and mortar space.
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aha moments!

Yvonne and I had two aha moments throughout the process. Initially, we strug-

gled a lot with the logo. We sketched out a lot of cute logos, but somehow when 

we started to think deeper about it, nothing feels right. We brought our 60+ un-

satisfying to the alumni, and he began to talk about how a bookstore is similar 

to an art gallery or museum. That’s when we realized that we should work to-

wards some more abstract logo mark. The second aha moment came from our 

long process of understanding how to build a moodboard. We struggled a lot in 

the beginning. However, as we were jumping ahead and start applying potential 

elements on the moodboard onto the bookmark, I thought, “why don’t we treat 

moodboard as a piece of print similar to a spread of a magazine/brochure?” Af-

ter that aha moment, it only took us 30 mins to get to our final moodboard! 

aha!



brand guide

8in

5in

brand book
The  vertical layout of the 

brand book is designed in a 

similar ratio of a paper back 

novel,  which is something 

Elliott Bay carry the most.
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our story
history 

mission 

character
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our mission:
Elliott Bay Book Company is a conscious-

ly-curated, community-focused bookstore 

that welcomes diverse perspectives and 

promotes literary exploration.

our position:
For book lovers, Elliott Bay Book Co is one 

of the few remaining brick and mortar 

bookstores that offers a welcoming, spa-

cious atmosphere. Our brand is chosen 

because of our unique browsing experience 

that is thoughtfu`vlly curated and accom-

panied by suggestions from our knowledge-

able, friendly staff. 

our promise:
We believe in sharing great books–that’s 

why we provide a unique browsing experi-

ence in a welcoming, spacious atmosphere. 

our history:
The Elliott Bay Book Company is an independently 

owned bookstore founded by Walter Carr in 1973, at 

109 Main Street. Over the next three and half decades, 

the bookstore shifted and expanded within the Globe 

Building adding event space for author readings as 

well as Seattle’s first bookstore café.

In 2010, Elliott Bay relocated to 1521 10th Ave in the 

Capitol Hill neighborhood near downtown Seattle. 

Hurt by the recession and ongoing issues in Pioneer 

Square, Elliott Bay Book Co. left after being there for 

36 years and moved to an old Ford truck-repair center 

on Capitol Hill. They brought with them over 150,000 

unique selections of books and the original cedar 

shelves and the same staff.

The Elliott Bay Book Company is a full service book-

store, home to over 150,000 titles, set on cedar shelves 

in a multi-level, inviting unique atmosphere. They 

offer one of the region’s best selection of new books, 

as well as a large collection of bargain editions. Elliott 

Bay presents an unparalleled schedule of author read-

ings and events throughout the year.

history & mission
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explorative
discovery, possibility, 

open-minded, curious

community-focused
welcoming, inclusive, cozy, 

inviting, love

conciously-curated
thoughtful, literary, intelligent, 

knowledgable

character

open book, 
open possibilities.
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identities
logo variations 

moodboard 

color palette 

graphic pattern 

typography 

photography
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Elliott Bay Book Company's logo highlights the open 

possibilities in the bookstore and its engagement 

with the local literary community. We use a mark that 

resembles a flipping book with a sun that comes 

through from an open corner to deliver our mission 

to welcome diverse people and ideas. The logomark is 

created with hand touched inky lines that mimic the 

quality of a traditionally printed book or a stamp on a 

book. The wordmark next to it set in a modified sans 

serif typeface to bring the viewer back to the modern 

world. This logo incorporates both elements from past 

and present, symbolizing the timelessness of Elliott 

Bay Book Company and the books we carry.

logo

our logo
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logo–variations

We like to keep our identity bright and simple. This 

primary logo should be used on most occasions to 

represent Elliott Bay Book Company, and the primary 

spot color should be yellow. Using a logo that contains 

both the logomark and the wordmark is encouraged 

and can increase brand recognition during the early 

age of rebranding.

primary logo

logo on color background

logo with different spot color

When the logo has to live on a color background, we 

encourage to use this version of the logo that doesn't 

have the spot color on it. This version should also be 

used on occasions when print requirements only sup-

port black and white. This one-color logo can be set in 

both black or reversed out cotton paper color.

The primary logo can use another spot color for the 

sun to match with the color palette of specific print or 

web assets. It can also be applied to color code differ-

ent sections of the bookstore or different categories of 

products. Please use only the brand colors specified 

in this brand book for spot color choices, unless for 

special holidays or events where another marketing 

campaign system is in place.
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logo–alternatives & safe areas

logomark alternative
The logomark can take 

the place of the full 

primary logo on smaller 

materials. When using 

the logomark alterna-

tive, it is recommended 

that Elliott Bay Book 

Company is spelled out 

somewhere else.

spacing
Spacing around the full 

logo and the logomark 

should be the radius 

of the corresponding 

sun that belongs to the 

logomark.
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logo–do & don'ts

correct:

The logo can be used in its original form, 

including all variations provided by this 

guidebook, upon background images 

that give enough contrast. The only 

modification allowed towards the logo is 

increasing and decreasing its size pro-

portionally, using the original logo files.

incorrect:

Do not place on a complicated back-

ground that doesn't provide contrast.

Do not distort the logo

Do not alter the logo color

Do not recreate the logo

Do not crop the logo

ELLIOTT BAY 
BOOK CO.
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moodboard

“That’s the thing 
about books. 
They let you trav-
el without moving 
your feet.”
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golden hour
#f7ca4d 

Pantone 122 C 

Pantone 108 U 

CMYK C 0, 17, 68, 0 

CMYK U 0, 10, 100, 0  

RGB 247, 202, 77

cotton paper
#e7dccf 

Pantone Warm Gray 1 C 

Pantone Warm Gray 1 U 

CMYK C 2, 3, 4, 5 

CMYK U 0, 3, 15, 3 

RGB 232, 224, 215 

headspace
#839286 

Pantone 5507 C 

Pantone 5507 U 

CMYK C 30, 5, 10, 20 

CMYK U 20, 0, 10, 20 

RGB 131, 146, 134

hearth
#da9f89 

Pantone 7520 C 

Pantone 7520 U 

CMYK C 0, 30 , 25, 0 

CMYK U 0, 20, 20, 0 

RGB 216, 94, 61

bloom
#da9f89 

Pantone 7520 C 

Pantone 7520 U 

CMYK U 0, 20, 20, 0 

CMYK C 0, 30 , 25, 0 

RGB 218, 159, 137

coffee
#592c23 

Pantone 1817 C 

Pantone 1817 U 

CMYK 30, 100, 100, 30 

CMYK 80, 100, 100, 0 

RGB 78, 47, 34

midnight
#592c23 

Pantone 1817 C 

Pantone 1817 U 

CMYK C 80, 100, 100, 0 

CMYK U 30, 100, 100, 30 

RGB 24, 48, 54 
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typography — Quincy CF

ABCDEFGHI JKLM 
NOPQRSTUPWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopq 
rstupwxyz

Quincy CF Black

Uredo, num hoctem 
omnonsi multori 
ssimus, niquam 
utem terceris; ner 
ublices inatio vis 
efaut is mo probulici 
publien atiquam di, 
facia?Quonsus fac 
ius At omnenteatum 
hocchuis, Catiocus 
adesse ala atis, esse-
na, te auci prorum 
unt publis hocul 
hebaticae a

Uredo, num hoctem 
omnonsi multori ssi-
mus, niquam utem 
terceris; ner ublices 
inatio vis efaut is mo 
probulici publien 
atiquam di, fa-
cia?Locum hum ad 
ia consili straeliquo 
vastra num manum 
inatum nem intum 
tam is inaturem noc, 
omnorum alarit.
Alarissentem prit;

Uredo, num hoctem 
omnonsi multori 
ssimus, niquam 
utem terceris; ner 
ublices inatio vis 
efaut is mo probulici 
publien atiquam di, 
facia?Iquodicerum 
sed remquid etrum, 
conihi, vereis confer-
estrei ina, facchi, 
sen nondeffrei pora 
noxima, con videnat 
usatrare iusque

Quincy CF Bold Quincy CF Medium

aaa
Designer: Connary Fagen, Inc

The Quincy CF family has a warm and smooth 

letterform that represents Elliott Bay Book Company's 

welcoming atmosphere. This typeface family has tall 

x-height and medium contrast that provide a pleasant

reading experience, as well as human touches that

adds charm. Quincy CF contains eight weights and is a

design of Connary Fagen, Inc.

Uredo, num hoctem 
omnonsi multori 
ssimus, niquam utem 
terceris; ner ublices 
inatio vis efaut is mo 
probulici publien ati-
quam di, facia?Iquod-
icerum sed remquid 
etrum, conihi, vereis 
conferestrei ina, 
facchi, sen nondeffrei 
pora noxima, quam 
con videnat usatrare 
iusque sed remquid

Uredo, num hoctem 
omnonsi multori ssimus, 
niquam utem terceris; 
ner ublices inatio vis 
efaut is mo probulici 
publien atiquam di, 
facia?Iquodicerum sed 
remquid etrum, conihi, 
vereis conferestrei ina, 
facchi, sen nondeffrei 
pora noxima, quam con 
videnat usatrare iusque 
sed remquid etrum, 
conihi, vereis

Uredo, num hoctem 
omnonsi multori ssimus, 
niquam utem terceris; 
ner ublices inatio vis 
efaut is mo probulici 
publien atiquam di, 
facia?Iquodicerum sed 
remquid etrum, conihi, 
vereis conferestrei ina, 
facchi, sen nondeffrei 
pora noxima, quam con 
videnat usatrare iusque 
sed remquid etrum, 
conihi, vereis Novenduc

Quincy CF Text Quincy CF Text
Italic

Quincy CF Regular

aaa
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typography — Freight Sans Pro  & Tiempos

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSTUPWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopq 
rstupwxyz

Freight Sans Pro 
Medium

Designer: Joshua Darden, Adobe Font

Freight Sans Pro 
Book

Freight Sans Pro 
Light

Uredo, num hoctem 
omnonsi multori 
ssimus, niquam utem 
terceris; ner ublices 
inatio vis efaut is mo 
probulici publien ati-
quam di, facia?Quonsus 
fac ius At omnenteatum 
hocchuis, Catiocus 
adesse ala atis, essena, 
te auci prorum unt pub-
lis hocul hebaticae a

Uredo, num hoctem 
omnonsi multori 
ssimus, niquam utem 
terceris; ner ublices 
inatio vis efaut is mo 
probulici publien 
atiquam di, facia?Lo-
cum hum ad ia consili 
straeliquo vastra num 
manum inatum nem 
intum tam is inaturem 
noc, omnorum alarit.

Uredo, num hoctem 
omnonsi multori 
ssimus, niquam utem 
terceris; ner ublices ina-
tio vis efaut is mo prob-
ulici publien atiquam di, 
facia?Iquodicerum sed 
remquid etrum, conihi, 
vereis conferestrei ina, 
facchi, sen nondeffrei 
pora noxima, quam con 
iusque noxima

a a a

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSTUPWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopq 
rstupwxyz

Designer: Klim Type Foundry

Uredo, num hoctem 
omnonsi multori 
ssimus, niquam 
utem terceris; ner 
ublices inatio vis 
efaut is mo probuli-
ci publien atiquam 
di, ?Iquodicerum 
sed remquid etrum, 
conihi, vere, facchi, 
sen nondeffrei pora 
noxima, quam con 
videnat usatrare 
iusque sed remquid

Tiempos Text
Regular

a
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typography — guideline

quincy cf bold | all lowercase | tracking: 0 | leading: 105% of an em

freight sans pro book | all lowercase/sentence case | tracking: 5 | leading: 110% of an em

quincy cf medium | all lowercase | tracking: 0 | leading: 103% of an em

tiempos text regular | sentence case | tracking: 0 | leading: 160% of an em

headline
subhead / Subhead

secondary information

body copy Ehebunt. Menihilis telibus nos audenimius sil ta Sentela-

bus, comandi ciisus con sentrari in audem tus, qui per quonducture, 

untrora L. Valarei iaedien atides potifecPoracchu ctanumu ssilin in  

Valarei iaedien atides potifecPoracchu  atis aus consit.

Or libus ese moere, vit virior aperum unum hilin Itat pris imurnihil 

consil ut vitilintem ernum ompl. O te condum hem mensum noccis 

conduc te invocto rtusquitimus ex nondis inatur, nos nem muntest-

em, popote anductus hilicat uitilina, que nis, vit re con aus erescer 

lin Ita con horidemodi in Etre con Ita nonfeces ca Simurnicii con se 

ad imortiliciam trared dentemnosus, us, nostabus bonsu vocciam id 

prae, nenaturi se condemque etiam dem in hortiam te, ve, nos con-

dact orente, Cribut ina, nos C. Quid factur, ter iaedefeci se demus; 

nonsulicaet Catum hilinatilic firtebatum licistem iliciocum oraed 

cae abus vive, et poresti squides! Seroxim nostabus bonsu vocciam 

id prae, nenaturi se condemque etiam dem in hortiam te, ve axi-

munculut novehebus et atilint.

tiempos text regular | all lowercase | tracking: 0 | leading: 160% of an em

frieght sans pro book | all lowercase | tracking: 10 | leading: 110% of an em

small captions and descriptions

navigation for digital space

Elliott Bay Book Company's typography should reflect our literary 

knowledge, inclusivity, and exploration with our warm and open 

serif typeface, Quincy CF and Tiempos. Freight Sans Pro should only 

be used as a secondary typeface that adds a hint of modernness to 

the brand and should never be used in occasions longer than two 

sentences. For bigger and bolder type applications, we maximize our 

friendliness by setting the type in all in lowercase. The darkest color 

for typography is our brand midnight green, as straight black does 

not feel natural in tactile prints. All typography should prioritize 

readability and legibility over expressiveness.

Type must be set in cotton paper color when the background color 
is hearth, bloom, or headspace. Coffee and midnight shouldn't be 
used as color background underneath type.
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shapes:
The primary graphic shapes that we use in 

our branding are cropped circular shapes 

and imperfect color blocks. We encourage 

using a big circular shape as a background, 

as a framing element for images, or as a 

decorative element to high light informa-

tion. The imperfect color block/line can be 

set in any brand color and should be used 

for decorative purposes. 

patterns:
We use these hand-drawn patterns to high-

light the human touch and traditional brick 

and mortar quality of our bookstore. At 

least one of these patterns or lines should 

be used on each piece of collaterals to keep 

the brand unified in feeling. 

shapes & pattern
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photography style

At Elliott Bay Book Company, we use 

photography to highlight our literary 

community, our physical book, and our 

environment. All photography should be 

candid and warm in tone. It should be lit 

with great lighting quality and remain less 

saturated. Using photos with people and 

masking the photos with circular shape is 

encouraged. For portraits of our authors, 

the author should look straight into the 

camera to establish connections between 

them and the viewers. Photos are used 

as a secondary communication tool and 

should not overpower typography.
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application
poster termplate 

outdoor graphic 

website homepage 

social media 

punch card 

bookmark
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poster template

poster template:
To Elliott Bay Book Co., it is important that we support 

our local authors by sharing the events we host to the 

community. Elliott Bay Book Co. has a mission to wel-

come diverse people to engage with the literary world. 

Therefore, these event posters must communicate 

information about this event and invite people to dive 

deeper into the books they already love or explore a 

new author. This poster template can be used to create 

a strong unified brand identity to attract new visitors 

and increase brand recognition.



Author, Last of her Name

THE ELLIOTT BAY BOOK COMPANY

tus 2/26
7:00pm

mimi lok
San Francisco-based Chinese writer Mimi Lok, 

whose work in the Bay Area has included serving 

as co-founder, Executive Director, and editor of the 

award-winning Voice of  Witness, is here with a bril-

liant first book of stories, Last of Her Name (Kaya). 

Mimi Lok will be joined onstage this evening in 

conversation with Joyce Chen, herself a writer and 

co-founder of The Seventh Wave. 

a conversation with 

1512 Tenth Avenue, Seattle, WA 98122

www.elliottbaybooks.com

Author, Survival Math: Notes on an 
American Family

THE ELLIOTT BAY BOOK COMPANY

wed 2/27
7:00pm

mitchell 
jackson
First published last year, award-winning writer 

Mitchell Jackson’s extraordinary Survival Math: 

Notes on an American Family (newly in paper, Scrib-

ner) was on several best of year lists. It also now 

stands as one of the best memoirs to come out of the 

Northwest in eons. Hailing from Portland, Mitchell 

Jackson, also author of the novel, The Residue Years, 

writes of all he had to survive in order to survive.

a conversation with 

1512 Tenth Avenue, Seattle, WA 98122

www.elliottbaybooks.com

38 39

poster template



outdoor graphic:
Our physical bookstore location on 

Capitol Hill is the core of our brand. To 

bring the brand into our physical space 

and add to our artistic neighborhood, 

we install semi-transparent graphic 

films of our iconic patterns and shape 

onto our wide window.  When design-

ing these graphic elements, we focus 

on the brighter and bolder shapes to 

leave room for people to look inside the 

store and let the light shine through.

outdoor sign:
The outdoor logo sign is an essential 

indicator for pedestrians walking down 

the street. Given that the weather in 

Seattle is usually cloudy or rainy, we 

design our outdoor signage to be an 

illuminated LED box sign that will still 

glow and invite visitors on a darker day.

40 41

outdoor graphic & sign
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website homepage

website homepage:
Our website's goal is to inform custom-

ers who couldn't visit our store about 

our events, book collection, our brand 

history, and the information they need 

to plan their trip. While Elliott Bay 

Book Co. encourages purchasing at our 

physical location and does not base 

our sale on online orders, our website 

is still straightforward and informative 

enough for our customers through our 

suggestions and explore from home. 

The website should layout the informa-

tion clearly and divide sections with 

our brands' inky lines. The book covers 

should be treated consistently. When in 

doubt, prioritize information hierarchy 

and readability more than anything!
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social media

social media:
We use our social media feed to engage with our existing customers 

daily and attract potential visitors. When posting images for book 

recommendations or reviews, we recommend layering graphic 

patterns and lines with the book cover as another opportunity to 

enhance our brand identity. However, photos of our place and people 

should stay in its original form following the photographic style 

shown previously in this guidebook.
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punchcard

Make twenty purchases over $10, and receive $20 o� a purchase. 

elliottbaybook,com
Phone: (206) 624-6600
1512 Tenth Ave
Seattle, WA 98122 

Elliott Bay Book Co. Rewards
Every purchase over $10 gets you a loyalty 
stamp–when you collect 20 stamps, you will 
receive $20 o� any purchase. Not redeemable 
for cash and cannot be combined. Lost or 
stolen cards cannot be replaced.

Make twenty purchases over $10, and receive $20 o� a purchase. 

Make twenty purchases over $10, and receive $20 o� a purchase. 

elliottbaybook,com
Phone: (206) 624-6600
1512 Tenth Ave
Seattle, WA 98122 

Elliott Bay Book Co. Rewards
Every purchase over $10 gets you a loyalty 
stamp–when you collect 20 stamps, you will 
receive $20 o� any purchase. Not redeemable 
for cash and cannot be combined. Lost or 
stolen cards cannot be replaced.

elliottbaybook,com
Phone: (206) 624-6600
1512 Tenth Ave
Seattle, WA 98122 

Elliott Bay Book Co. Rewards
Every purchase over $10 gets you a loyalty 
stamp–when you collect 20 stamps, you will 
receive $20 o� any purchase. Not redeemable 
for cash and cannot be combined. Lost or 
stolen cards cannot be replaced.

Make twenty purchases over $10, and receive $20 o� a purchase. 

elliottbaybook,com
Phone: (206) 624-6600
1512 Tenth Ave
Seattle, WA 98122 

Elliott Bay Book Co. Rewards
Every purchase over $10 gets you a loyalty 
stamp–when you collect 20 stamps, you will 
receive $20 o� any purchase. Not redeemable 
for cash and cannot be combined. Lost or 
stolen cards cannot be replaced.

Make twenty purchases over $10, and receive $20 o� a purchase. 

Make twenty purchases over $10, and receive $20 o� a purchase. 

elliottbaybook,com
Phone: (206) 624-6600
1512 Tenth Ave
Seattle, WA 98122 

Elliott Bay Book Co. Rewards
Every purchase over $10 gets you a loyalty 
stamp–when you collect 20 stamps, you will 
receive $20 o� any purchase. Not redeemable 
for cash and cannot be combined. Lost or 
stolen cards cannot be replaced.

elliottbaybook,com
Phone: (206) 624-6600
1512 Tenth Ave
Seattle, WA 98122 

Elliott Bay Book Co. Rewards
Every purchase over $10 gets you a loyalty 
stamp–when you collect 20 stamps, you will 
receive $20 o� any purchase. Not redeemable 
for cash and cannot be combined. Lost or 
stolen cards cannot be replaced.

Make twenty purchases over $10, and receive $20 o� a purchase. 

elliottbaybook,com
Phone: (206) 624-6600
1512 Tenth Ave
Seattle, WA 98122 

Elliott Bay Book Co. Rewards
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punch card:
The punchcard we hand out to our customer serves 

as both a customer loyalty card as well as our 

business card. The design of our punchcards allows 

the customers to see the books' spines being filled 

up with stamped patterns after each purchase. The 

background color for the punchcard can be either 

golden hour, headspace, bloom, or hearth.  Please 

also change the logo spot color according to the 

background color of the stamping side.
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bookmark

bookmark:
We want to share our passion with literature and our love towards 

book quotes to our customers, that's why we hand out a bookmark 

with a unique quote on it with every purchase over $20. The color 

used for these bookmarks can vary by the content of the quote, but 

the general structure of the way that the line frame interacts with 

the quote should stay the same. The quote should be set in Quincy 

CF Bold, and the name of the author should always be smaller than 

the quote itself.





This rebrand of Elliott Bay Book Co. makes the brand more 

welcoming and engaging to both the book lovers and the 

general public around the neighborhood. By giving the 

brand a more modern look, while retaining the hand-craft-

ed quality, Elliott Bay Book Co. can represent both the new 

and the old, the classics, and the innovative ideas. 

rebrand outcome
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